Behind
every great
business
is a great
community

Invest in the
Forbes region
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Message from the Mayor and GM
As you know I am very proud to be a part of this amazing Shire
of Forbes and I am sure the next twenty years will be a wonderful
time of opportunity for the Forbes Shire.
In the future, I see a dynamic and productive Shire and a place
that enables its community to thrive. I am pleased to present
this Prospectus, which will provide you with a clear guide to the
opportunities available here in our Shire.
We are a growing population and a number of large developments
nearing completion are due to speed up this growth even further.
Our planning decisions need to best accommodate this growth
yet celebrate our unique character and identity. While many
aspects of the Shire are changing, I am mindful of the things
about Forbes we want to remain – our rich history, our beautiful
waterways and our commitment to agriculture and business.
Forbes has so much to offer; lifestyle, diverse housing, activities
for the family and a strong sense of spirit. Our residents love it
here and the priorities set out in this document aim to celebrate
and grow what makes us great. The Forbes customer base is
very loyal and they prefer to shop locally and promote local
business whenever they can.
Phyllis Miller OAM, Mayor of Forbes

Council has worked hard to ensure the Forbes Shire focuses on
what truly matters most to our community including protecting
our environment, better transport options and jobs close to home.
We have seen recent developments such as those undertaken
at the Central West Livestock Exchange and the Homemakers
Centre really transform our town. The Lake Forbes Activation Plan
and its implementation will also drive economic and recreational
opportunities.
This pospectus does not stand alone, it works alongside our suite of
plans developed with community including; Community Strategic
Plan, CBD Masterplan development and the Agriculture Strategy
and has informed us of the critical aspects our community wants to
incorporate into future plans. As with all planning documents, we
recognise the Prospectus must be flexible and as Council we must
ensure our plan can adapt to change.
Council will continue to look for business opportunities for our
region and I invite you to share in the property and business
opportunities presented in the prospectus.

Steve Loane, General Manager
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and Cadia – Newcrest Mine, with a total workforce of over 1,400
people, Forbes is one of the most vibrant and dynamic growth
areas in regional NSW.

Forbes is renowned for breathtaking waterways, natural
Marsden
landscapes, strong agriculture industry, inspiring heritage, dynamic
retail sector, and our amazing arts and culture. Strategically
positioned on the Newell Highway, halfway between Brisbane and
Melbourne and just three hours from Canberra, the Forbes Shire
is known as one of the richest agricultural areas in the state and is
home to a state-of-the-art livestock selling facility, the Central West
Livestock Exchange, which boasts an annual turnover of $330M.
Forbes has a catchment area of over 65,000 customers and is
the growing regional retail hub of the Central West, outside of
Dubbo, Bathurst and Orange. Home to a bustling town centre,
Forbes boasts speciality shops, a homemaker centre, including
a Bunnings and Spotlight, and a growing industrial area. With
large infrastructure projects proposed or underway in agriculture,
renewables and mining, residential subdivisions are being
developed to service the significant population growth, in
particular with families.Forbes has unmatched logistics and
utility benefits, the Inland Rail passes through the town, is in
close proximity to the Inermodal hub and has one of the most
affordable, secure supply of water in NSW. Centrally located
between three major mines, Evolution Mine, North Parkes Mine

WEDDIN

Wirrinya

Why Forbes?
• Prime location and connectivity
• Growing economy and population
• Dedicated business precincts and
infrastructure
• Competitive business conditions
• Dynamic and skilled workforce
• Quality education and health services
• The tree change is back
• Lifestyle - our best kept secret
• New and emerging industry
This prospectus showcases all that Forbes has to offer and the
enormous benefits of being a part of a growing retail hub.
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Prime Location & Connectivity
Forbes has excellent access to national and international networks, which means supply
lines and distribution networks are well assured and it is easy to stay connected.
Strategically positioned on the Newell Highway, halfway
between Brisbane and Melbourne and three hours from
Canberra on the Lachlan River, has ensured that the Forbes
Region has remained at the forefront of regional growth,
investment and opportunity.
•

Air: regular passenger services to Sydney (25 minutes’ drive
to the local regional airport) or 3 hours’ drive to international
airport in Canberra. The Forbes Airport has a fuel station,
non-directional beacons, windsocks and a pilot assisted
landing system. In addition, Forbes enjoys a very active Aero
Club that hosts many local, regional, national and
international events.
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•

Road: Up to 2,681 vehicles pass through Forbes every 24
hours along the Newell Highway. The Newell is a major
trucking freight route between Brisbane and Melbourne.
Forbes is 12 hours from 80% of Australia’s population.

•

Rail: Inland Rail commenced and will see expansion with the
intermodal hub only being 30minutes up the highway.
Ensuring access to three deep seas ports.

•

NBN: Connected fibre optic and wireless available all
through the region.

42 Specialised Heavy Transport
movements traverse the Newell Highway
every minute.
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Growing Economy and Population
Strong Economic Foundations

GROSS
REGIONAL
PRODUCT

The Forbes economy has outpaced most of its neighboring
economies in the region in terms of growth over the last 20
years. The economy is anticipated to grow in a strong and
sustainable manner in the coming years, accompanied by
an increase in jobs, exports and household income, despite
COVID-19 and the drought.

$653.9M*
Gross Regional Product is measure of size or net wealth
generated by the local economy.

The strength of the economy is based on its diversity and strength
across a number of key sectors including, Agriculture, Forestry &
Fishing, Construction, Education & Training and Retail Trade.
Despite challenging times, floods, drought and a global
pandemic, the businesses of Forbes remain adaptable and
resilient, highlighting the high degree of confidence in current
and future economic growth in the region.

FORBES
TOP 3

Key Economic Drivers
INDUSTRY SECTORS

Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing
Electricity, Gas, Water & Waste
Services
Construction
Education & Training
Health Care & Social Assistance
Retail trade

BACKWARD
LINKAGES

☑
☑

EXPORTS

☑
☑

☑
☑

EMPLOYMENT

VALUE
ADDED

☑

☑

☑
☑
☑
☑

☑
☑
☑

OUTPUT BY
INDUSTRY
$288.7M

Agriculture, Forestry
& Fishing

$174.9M
Manufacturing

Backward Linkages – details the industry sectors which spend
the most on locally sourced intermediate goods and services
per dollar of output. Well-developed local supply chains have a
significant capacity to deliver broad based economic benefits
for the region.

$142.5M
Construction

$1.28B

Exports – represents the value of goods and services exported
outside of the Forbes Region that have been generated by local
businesses / organisations that bring an inflow of money into
the region from the outside.

Total (including all industry
sectors)

Employment – in percentage terms, largest industry sectors
for employment in region.

REMPLAN Data 2019

Value-Added – is calculated by subtracting local expenditure
and expenditure on regional imports from the output generated
by an industry sector. Value-Added by industry sector is the major
elements in the calculation of Gross Regional Product.
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10,201

LOYALTY

Total Population

The community is very loyal to the town and
firmly supports local business. The Forbes Business
Chamber has a loyalty program, Find It in Forbes
which promotes and encourages spend within it’s
membership base.

JOBS IN OUR REGION

824

Agriculture, Forestry &
Fishing

512

Healthcare & Social
Assistance

475

Retail Trade

$48.6M

455

Education & Training

Worth of Development
221 DA’s submitted
over the last 2 years.

54.6% Labour force
participation rate
Less than 400km from
Australia’s centre of population.
This reflects Forbes’ close
proximity to the concentration
of population in south east
Australia

2,237
Number of
businesses

4,718KM

2

Forbes Shire Land area

20.3%
Children aged 0-14 years made up 20.3% of the population.
Comparatively speaking, Forbes is home to more young children and
youth than the state average. Families with young children spend more
money in their local economy than any other demographic.
* REMPLAN and ABS 2016
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65%
of the
population
aged under
55 years

Dedicated Business Precincts &
Infrastructure
To encourage new investment and promote business expansion, Forbes Council has
competitive regulatory and planning services which are responsive to the commercial
needs of business and industry. With plenty of room to grow, Forbes has sites ready for
development.
Historic Town Centre
Forbes’ Town Centre is a meeting point for locals and an arrival point for visitors to the region. It hums
with activity and celebrates Australian heritage and culture. There are 111 premises in the Town Centre,
including retail, financial and insurance services, cafes, personal care services and more. The Centre has
recently been upgraded for people to enjoy a meal, engage in events and delight in a bespoke shopping
experience.

Homemaker Centre
Forbes’ Homemaker Centre opened in 2014 bringing Bunnings and Spotlight to the Central West after
deeming Forbes an exciting and growing area. The project:
•

Cost in excess of $15 million

•

Generated in excess of 80 jobs

•

Is located on prime commercial land on the Newell Highway and still growing with new business
proposed and underway.

Stage Two now completed with a fast food restaurant, KFC, a service centre and Caltex Foodary
Industrial Land
The Forbes region contains more than 226 industrial zoned lots across 511 hectares positioned for
business growth, with a wide range of lot sizes available.
The region’s industrial precincts boast unmatched logistics benefits through strategic placement at the
crossroads to the nation, adjacent to the busy Newell Highway and the nearby Intermodal Hub. Offering
convenient access to key business and employment areas, such as Forbes, Parkes, Condobolin, West
Wyalong, Grenfell, Cowra, Young, Orange and Dubbo, the precincts are suitable for a variety of users
including agriculture, manufacturing, logistics, warehousing, storage and research.
Land Available:
• Central West Industrial Park
• Landrace Industrial Estate
Further land holdings have been identified for potential infrastructure rezoning in the Forbes Local
Strategic Planning Statement 2020.
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Competitive Business Conditions
Forbes’ low business costs make the region a highly cost-effective business location.
The region boasts one of the most affordable, secure supply of water in NSW as well as
numerous operating costs that are lower than surrounding areas.
Rates
Forbes’ rates are competitive for all residential, commercial,
industrial and rural properties in the region. Rates for a specific
property can be obtained from Council with reference to an
address and/or title.

Industrial Land
Industrial land costs per square metre in Forbes are, on average,
lower than similar, neighbouring towns.
Commercial Office Rental
Commercial, office and retail set-up costs in regional NSW
estimated at about 30 per cent less than metropolitan areas.

Water rates

*Commercial Real Estate November 2020

$1.46
per kl

$2.50
per kl

$2.52
per kl

FORBES

PARKES

COWRA

Renewable Energy
Forbes is home to 50 MW Jemalong Solar Farm which can supply
up to 23,000 homes and will offset 104,000tonnes of CO2 / year.
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Dynamic and Skilled Workforce
Young and mobile workforce with 65% of the population aged under 55 years.
Unemployment rate across Australia

Employment across the Local Government Area
•

Highly self-sufficient & highly self-contained – indicating
that the majority of jobs in the local area are held by
residents and that the work is suitable to their skill set.

•

Large pool of high school students for casual and part time work.

FORBES

NSW

AUSTRALIA

3.5%

6.4%

6.9%

* REMPLAN June 2020
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Quality Education & Services
From tots to tertiary, Forbes offers a choice of education for you and your
family
Red Bend Catholic College is a co-educational day and boarding
school and boasts a swimming pool, Multi-Purpose Hall, Performing
Arts Centre, and Design & Technology Centre. The College educates
800 students and offers 150 boarding places.

Put your mind to rest when you decide to start a family or you
choose to return to work with a choice of five childcare and
preschool centres. The centres offer skilled, dedicated and
welcoming staff to care for the emotional and educational needs of
children from throughout the Shire.

All schools within the Shire are serviced daily by Forbes Buslines
offering transfers from the town centre, throughout Forbes and
along rural roads.

Parents
800are spoilt for choice, there are four public and independent
primary schools offering Kindergarten to Year 6. Three are located in
Forbes and the other in the village of Bedgerabong.

700

Our tertiary and adult education sectors are well catered for with a
TAFE campus offering a wide variety of practical courses from
carpentry and joinery, to primary industry and natural resource
management options, as well as aged care, business, computing,
hairdressing, retail and welding programs. Forbes does not have a
university campus, however, with the shift towards online learning
recently, there has been a higher uptake in remote learning from the
comforts of home. Additionally, Forbes has quick and easy access to
Charles Sturt University with campus’ in Orange and Bathurst. As well
as Parkes’ Country University Centre.

There are two high schools in Forbes offering Years 7 to 12. Both
600 achieve sound academic results and regularly have students
schools
receive band 6 in a number of subjects (top 10 % percentile across
the
state).
500
Forbes High School is set on 25 acres, with a commanding view of
400
the
town. It has a football and a second oval, an agricultural plot,
Assembly Hall/indoor recreation facility and a new Learning Resource
300for Special Education. There are more than 389 students
Centre
studying a broad academic curriculum and extensive range of
200 courses.
vocational

The Forbes College for Seniors has a full calendar of activities each
year and offers a wide range of interesting courses and experiences
to their members from Tai Chi to garden tours, musical concerts and
educational lectures.

SCHOOL ENROLMENT TRENDS
RED BEND CATHOLIC SCHOOL

800
700
600
500
400

FORBES HIGH SCHOOL
FORBES NORTH PUBLIC SCHOOL
FORBES PUBLIC SCHOOL
ST LAURENCE’S PRIMARY SCHOOL

300
200
SCHOOL STUDENT NUMBERS
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PIC TO COME
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The Tree Change Comeback
•

•

Shift in values and behaviours

- The notion of how we work has
		 been turned on its head and this
		 change will see significant
		 population growth in regions,
		 following on from a trend that
		 has already been set over a
		decade.
- Regional Australia attracted
		 more people than it lost to
		 capital cities during the last
		Census.
- Trend of people moving from
		 big cities to regional areas
		 are driven by work from home
		arrangements, affordable
		 properties, improved broadband
		 access, lack of congestion and
		alternative lifestyles.

• Affordability
• Accessability
• Active Lifestyle
• Nature
• Sustainable pace
• Buy Local

Government investment in regional
NSW

- Large regional infrastructure
		 projects (Special Activation and
		Inland Rail)
- Large state infrastructure
		 projects (Wyangala Dam wall
		raising)
- Large federal infrastructure
		 projects (upgrade Newell
		Highway)
-

Regional Job Creation Fund

- Localised manufacturing
		(Modern Manufacturing
		Strategy)
-

Health and social infrastructure

- Recreation and open space
		strategy
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Lifestyle - Our Best Kept Secret
The lifestyle afforded to you in the Forbes Region is our best kept secret and key to success.
Forbes is blessed with a strong and cohesive community ready
to reach out and welcome you.

Forbes offers a great range of service club and volunteer
organisations including Rotary, Lions, Probus, and the Country
Women’s Association just to name a few. The Forbes Men’s
Shed has recently developed a new facility and the local
Can Assist group is very active in the community.

From traditional seasonal sports such as football, soccer,
swimming, netball, hockey and athletics through to archery,
croquet, pistol shooting and water sports, Forbes offers a great
range of options.

For the creative and musically talented, or those just willing to
“give it a go”, Forbes hosts the Conservatorium of Music and the
Forbes Country Music Club holds regular gigs. There is an Old
Time and New Vogue dance group and garden clubs, arts
groups and bridge clubs help create similar interest connections.

Forbes Shire Council’s Youth and Community Centre offers a
large recreational facility and sporting equipment available for
hire and is a regular space for dance, martial arts, play groups
and school holiday programs.
Skate-boarders and bikeriders can carve, skid and whip at our
local skatepark, mountain bike track or BMX track.

Forbes Region is to experience positive population growth, supported by natural growth and inward migration.
Retail Catchment Population
65,000 customer catchment area.
Healthcare Services – Hospital, medical, healthcare, educational and childcare facilities.
Find quality health care provided in Forbes by a Hospital with maternity, surgical and renal units, 3 medical
centres, aged care and disability services and a full range of visiting specialists.
Forbes Median House / Forbes Median Rental
Average House Price in Forbes $315,169 22.2% increase in the past year. $325 Median Rental Price*.
* Domain.com.au 2020

SUMMER

WINTER

32°c

15°c

Average summer high
temperature for Forbes.

16°c

Average summer low
temperature for Forbes.

Dedicated
ski lake

Average winter high
temperature for Forbes.

3°c

Average winter low
temperature for Forbes.
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Championship
golf course &
bowling club
Conservatorium
of Music

MEDIAN AGE

42

WEEKLY DISPOSABLE
INCOME

$571
Personal

$1,326
Family

$1,069
Household

The Lake Forbes
walking track is the
longest solar powered
track in the world

55

PARKS &
PLAYGROUNDS

20 SPORT
FACILITIES
58 SPORTING
GROUPS

70.3%
HOME
OWNERSHIP
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New and Emerging Industry
Boggabila
Current and future projects that will connect your business with the regional and global market.
There is a significant pipeline of large construction projects
ready to commence in the Forbes Region and neighbouring
Shires. There is also a substantial number of large private
developments approved and ready for construction to
commence. With an already booming construction industry,

Tente

the industry is set for more growth, specifically large private
Moree
commercial and also government projects. There is also a major
nation building project hat passes through Forbes, the Inland
Rail, which is expected to significantly impact on the local economy.
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Bega

Business Case Studies
Chloe Karma - Spotlight
“We at Spotlight Forbes are locals too, and understand the importance of supporting our local
community. We have such a large catchment of customers who travel great distances to spend the
day in Forbes for their shopping on a regular basis. Many even tell their stories ofs travelling further,
specifically for our store.
Our regular and returning customers are who keep us operating, our staff in work and return the spirit of
community we share with every customer coming in to our store. Because of this, we are able to boast
higher profits from previous years every year. Supporting local business and keeping jobs local is a strong
driver in businesses in small towns and we are very grateful to our catchment of loyal customers.”

Larry Storm - HE Silos
HE Silos commenced operation in Forbes in 1984 and manufactures and distributes silos from 4 tonnes
to cone base designs up to 500 tonnes and flat bottom units up to 1000 tonnes. This third generation
business is a multi-award winning, state-of-the-art operation.
“Forbes is the perfect location to operate our business. Its location in the heart of a rich agricultural base
as well as its connectivity via the Newell Highway are two key reasons why we have been able to operate
successfully in Forbes, competing nationally, for more than 30 years.”

Warwick Rolfe, Owner - Woolerina
Warwick’s long held dream of taking beautiful Australian Merino wool from the sheep’s back, through to a
finished fashion garment, came to fruition when Woolerina was established in 2005.
“We chose Forbes due to its central location in the middle of a highly productive wool growing region.
Being able to keep as much of the operation as close to the source as possible is hugely important. We
love this community and what it has to offer. “

Tony Bernardi - Bernardi’s Group
Since 1969, the Bernardi family has been providing locals with an independent grocery alternative. The
Bernardi Group now employs over 400 staff across five locations in central west New South Wales.
“I came to Forbes over 60 years ago, and this rich agricultural region was a great location for me to start
my market gardening business. After five years I began life as a retailer, and from small beginnings in 1969
our Forbes supermarket is now the flagship store of our five supermarkets in Central West NSW. We live by
our motto ‘Pick Local’, and source much of our fresh produce from local growers in the Central West, who
recognise Forbes as an important and convenient marketplace. Our emphasis on fruit and vegetables fresh
from local growers to our shelves gives us a unique edge over our competitors. The Forbes community has
supported our business and has been a great place to bring up a growing family, with the third generation
continuing to work locally in the business, enjoying all the benefits Forbes has to offer.”
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When you establish your
business here, you’ll receive
unparalleled help and support.

Forbes Council offers diverse and attractive investment opportunities and
provides an Economic Development program to assist businesses to become part
of our community.
Council and its industry partners can help bring your
investment visions and proposals to life.
For more information:
For a confidential discussion on the opportunities available in the Forbes region,
contact an investment specialist at Forbes Council directly.
Forbes Shire Council’s Investment Team:
Jennifer Parker
Manager Property and Investment
Emma Ridley
Economic Development Officer
www.forbes.nsw.gov.au
P (02) 68502300
Email: forbes@forbes.nsw.gov.au
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